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The return to work
requires some
planning, let Videk
help with any
cables/adapters/
extensions
required.
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Adapting the workspace
Social distancing will mean moving desks and workstations for most businesses whilst still providing
all the resources your workforce needs. This might require longer versions of existing cables as well as
ways to provide power in new areas.
Longer Network Cables
Devices placed further away from existing data points will
need to be connected to the network.
More Power Cables & Extensions
As offices are re-organised additional power cables and
extensions may be needed.
Better Power/Data to Desk Solutions
For convenient access to power and data better solutions
to provide these to users may be necessary.

Staying safe
Our workspaces are going to look and feel very different. Keeping the workspace safe will require
effective cable management, especially in areas where there may be exposed cabling as a result of
distancing measures.
Rubber Floor Trunking
To help avoid the hazard of trips and to protect exposed
cabling from damage floor trunking will be essential.
Additional Cable Ties & Conduit
Effective cable management can extend the life of
an installation whilst making the workspace more
comfortable.
Under Desk Cable Trays
Raising cables from the floor can help make the
workspace more comfortable whilst also avoiding
damage to cabling.
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Maintaining operations
With new devices in the workplace there will be a need for adaptors and cabling to connect with existing
systems and equipment.

Display Adaptors & Convertors
New or additional displays alongside new or existing
laptops or PC’s will lead to adaptors being required.
New Monitor & AV Cables
As screens are repositioned with users or new displays
are deployed additional cabling will be necessary.
Computer Cables & Adaptors
Where the workspace is re-organised users may require
cabling and adaptors to access peripherals.

New ways of working
As we adapt to the “New Normal” many employers will evaluate how their workforce is distributed.
Traditional office space will evolve as companies adopt agile working practices with a combination of
remote workers and on-site staff.
Screen Mounts in an Efficient Workspace
Screen configuration is a key element to enabling users
to work creatively and productively.
Creating an Ergonomic Workspace
A safe and comfortable environment where the
workspace is tuned for productivity works to the benefit
of the user and the organisation.
Better Power to Desk Solutions
In an agile workspace it is critical to ensure convenient
access to power and data wherever it is needed.
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